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ABSTRACT:   
 

The word “Sandhi” means relation/bonding between two entities. This word is commonly 

used in the grammar of Indian languages. Sandhi in Indian languages literally means 

putting together or combining (of sounds), it denotes all combinatory sound changes effected 

(Spontaneously) for ease of pronunciation. Sandhi formation is treated as a computational 

linguistic aspect that joins two or more words to coin a new word. This paper provides a 

framework that derive rule based identification of word formation Sandhi in Telugu 

language. These rules are used in word formation in Telugu. It would involve studying the 

rules, features, structures and the syntax phenomena. The work aim at obtaining the 

improved level of performance in identification of words along with their Sandhi names. The 

Experimentation is done on the data prepared by us and is tested to find the level of accuracy 

with which, the words are generated. The results were found to have 97.5% of accuracy in 

word generation. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

Sandhi plays a crucial role in the identification of word formations in Natural Language 

text. Word formations were directly/indirectly used by many of the Natural Language 

Processing (NLP) applications such as Systems developed for machine translations, 

grammatical checker for words Dictionary based methods etc.  The notion of term 

“Sandhi” refers to a diversity of phonological changes at morpheme or word borderline 

at which two letters syndicate. Sandhi occurs particularly prominently in the phonology 

of Indian languages (especially Telugu, Tamil, Kannada, Marathi etc). Uniting two 

words into a single compound word is done by relating the possibility of integrating 

final letter of the first word and the initial letter of the second. For example let the First 

Word be “±¸¶¢À”(Rama) and Second Word be “Dv±ÀµÀ0”(Temple) thus combing these 
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two word results a new compound word “±¸¶¢Ãv±ÀµÀ0”.(Ram Temple). The rules of these 

sandhi were derived either on the union of vowels or consonants. 

 

Telugu script is written from left to right and consists of sequences of simple and/or 

complex characters. The script is syllabic in nature – the basic units of writing are 

syllables. Since the number of possible syllables is very large, syllables are composed 

of more basic units such as vowels (“achchu” or “swaram”) and consonants (“hallu” or 

“vyanjanam”). Consonants in consonant clusters take shapes that are very different 

from the shapes they take elsewhere. Consonants are presumed to be pure consonants, 

that is, without any vowel sound in them. However, it is traditional to write and read 

consonants with an implied 'a' vowel sound. When consonants combine with other 

vowel signs, the vowel part is indicated orthographically using signs known as vowel 

“matrass”. The shapes of vowel “matrass” are also very different from the shapes of the 

corresponding vowels. Telugu Language is rich in morphological aspect. It consist of 

14 Vowels (A-AU) and 35 consonants (KA- RRA). In addition to this there are 13 

dependent vowel signs referred as matrass.  

 

In this paper, we propose a rule based algorithm for sandhi analyzer for Telugu, which 

further explains the process involved in building the compound words. The remaining 

part of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief overview on similar 

work done for other Indian languages. Section 3 explain the framework for rule based 

identification of sandhi, and its role in deriving the compound words in Telugu. Section 

4 discuss about the experimental results while section 5 concludes the paper. 

 

[2] STATE OF THE ART 
Similar works related to processing of sandhi’s was introduced by French scholar 

Gerard Huet[2]. It explains a program that segments and tags the simple Sanskrit 

phrases and whose execution was exhibited online.  “The Sanskrit Reader Companion” 

performs sandhi-vichcheda for segmenting by simple string segmentation applying 

string de-concatenation techniques and gives multiple results in many cases.  
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The Technology Development for Indian Languages (TDIL) program of the Ministry of 

Information Technology (MIT), Govt. of India, in one of its project named Computer 

Assisted Sanskrit Teaching & Learning Environment‟ (CASTLE)[6] whose works were 

lined to sandhi processing. 

 

Amba Kulkarni, in her Anusaaraka project [1] at Rashtriya Sanskrit Vidyapeetha, 

Tirupati has developed a sandhi analyzer system. This system derived the rules which 

were coded to split the given word into sub words. It also checks whether the derived 

sub words are morphologically acceptable or not. If any of the words is not accepted, 

the sandhi split function is iterated recursively.  

 

Sanskrit sandhi analyzer [3] developed by Sachin kumar deals with a sandhi formation 

for vowels alone. The sandhi rules were formalized for reverse automation. Various 

linguistic resources for sandhi recognition and analysis were also derived and adapted 

with certain limitations.  

 

Telugu Spell Checker[5] developed by Uma Maheshwar Rao et. al. is incorporated with 

external sandhi splitter algorithm which uses the approach of constraint based 

evaluation method. The rule Based Algorithm for Sandhi-Vicheda Of Compound Hindi 

Words developed by Priyanka Gupta,Vishal Goyal[4]. Sandhi analyzer as such for 

Telugu has not been found in the literature. 

 

 

[3] RULE BASED FRAMEWORK FOR SANDHI’S IN TELUGU 

 

A Rule based algorithm is implemented that takes two words as input and check 

whether they are morphologically acceptable or not. If they are acceptable then rules of 

sandhi formation were used to coin a new word. 

 

Algorithm: 

 Step 1: Take the Telugu words as input 

 Step 2: Divide both the word into syllables  
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Step 3: Apply the rules of sandhi on last syllable of first word and first syllable of 

second word. 

Step 4: If the rule matched then use the rule to coin a new word by merging the given 

words GOTO   

           Step 5 

            Else 

            Print” String cannot be merged”. 

            Exit. 

 

1St Rule: When a-i-u-R (short or long) is followed by same vowel (short or long) then 

the vowels are replaced by the same lengthened vowel (is substituted.). For example 

C + D  =  D       ± ¶̧¢À + Dv±ÀµÀA   = ±¸¶¢Ãv±ÀµÀA 

E + F =  F       v°½î + F¶¥ÀfµÀ    = v°½î¶¥ÀfµÀ 

G + H =  H      V¸±µÀ + H¶¬     = V¸±µÃ¶¬ 

sÀÀ + sÀÀ¹ = sÀÀ¹  ¶¬ÑhµÅ + sÀÀO¸±µ: = ¶¬ÑhµÆO¸±µ: 

 

2nd Rule: When “a-A” like vowel are followed by “i-u-R” like vowel then 

corresponding guna letter is substituted for both. Guna letters are “a-O-ar”. 

C/D  + E /F = ఏ    lûµ¶m+F¶¥ö±µA = lûµÊm¶¥ÀfµÀ 

C/D  + G /H = ఓ   SµAS¸+GlµOµ¶¢ÀÀ = SµASÐlµOµ¶¢ÀÀ 

C/D  + sÀÀ/sÀÀ¹   = అర్    మహ+ఋషి     =    మహర్ష ి        

 

3rd Rule : When a, A are followed by E, ai then both are replaced by ‘ai, followed by o, 

ou replaced by ou.   

C/D  + ఏ / ఐ  = ఐ  దేవ+ఐశ్య ర్య ము  = దేవైశ్య ర్య ము 

C/D  + ఓ / ఔ  = ఔ   ¶p±µ¶¢À+Nl¸±µï¶¢ÀÀ = ¶p±µ¶¢ÀÔl¸±µï¶¢ÀÀ 

 

4th Rule:  When for vowels i-u-R are followed by dissimilar vowels then y-v-r-l are 

respectively substituted for them. 

E/ G / sÀÀ + Any dissimilar vowel = య్/ వ్ / ర్  దధి+అన్న ము    =    దధ్య న్న ము 
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5th Rule:   If a word ending in ‘s’ or a letter of dental class s-t-th-d-dh-n (స -త-థ-ద-

ధ్-న్) followed by S-ch-C-j-J-~n (శ్-చ-ఛ-జ-ఝ-ఞ) then they are replaced by the 

same consonants (శ్-చ-ఛ-జ-ఝ-ఞ). 

స/త/థ/ద/ధ్/న్+ శ్/చ/ఛ/జ/ఝ/ఞ = శ్/చ/ఛ/జ/ఝ/ఞ  రామస్ + చినోతి =రామశి్చ నోతి (స   + 

చ = శ) 

6th Rule: If a word ending in ‘s’ or a letter of dental class s-t-th-d-dh-n (స -త-థ-ద-ధ్-

న్) followed by sh-T-Th-D-Dh-N (ష-ట-ఠ-డ-ఢ- ణ) then they are replaced by the 

same consonants(ష-ట-ఠ-డ-ఢ- ణ). 

స/త/థ/ద/ధ్/న్+ ష/ట/ఠ/డ/ఢ/ ణ= ష/ట/ఠ/డ/ఢ/ణ   రామస్+షషఠ:= రామషషిఠ: 

 

7th Rule:  If a word ending in k-ch-T-t-p (క-చ – ట –త -ప) followed by ‘S’ (శ) then 

they are replaced by ‘C’ ఛ.. 

క/చ /ట /త /ప + శ= ఛ..   త త్ +  ో క = తచ్ఛ్ల ొ  (త్ +శ్ = ఛ). 

 

8th Rule : When K-ch-T-t-p (క-చ –ట –త -ప) are followed by ‘h’ (హ  ) then they are 

replaced by  ఘ-్ ఘ్- డ-్ ధ-్భ్్భ . 

క/చ /ట /త /ప + హ  =  ఘ/్ఘ్/ డ/్ ధ/్భ్్భ   వాక్ + హర్ష= వాగ్ర్్ష. 

 

9th Rule: When consonants in k-ch-T-t-p (క-చ –ట –త -ప) are followed by na, ma (న, 

మ  ) then the both are replaced by ~m-~n-N-na-ma (ఙ –ఞ –ణ –న –మ  ) 

accordingly. 

క/చ /ట /త/ప + న / మ   = ఙ/ఞ  /ణ  /న /మ   వాక్+నియమము= వాఙ్నన యమము. 

 

10th Rule: When a Vowel is followed by U then it forms Sandhi. 

 C/ E / G / q/ L/ K /N + G = C/ E / G / q/ L/ K /N ChµfµÀ + IOµÖfµ = ChµfÇOµÖfµ 

 

11th Rule: When Aa-iI-aA combined with Aa-iI-uU then it results Ya (±ÀµÀ) 

D + C = D + ±À³À + C = ±ÀµÀ         ¶¢Ã + C¶¢Àî = ¶¢Ã±ÀµÀ¶¢Àî 
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F + E = F + ±À³À + E = ±ÀÀ        ¤À + EvÀô = ¤À±ÀÀvÀô 

D +  H + = D + ±À³À + G =±ÀµÀÀ     ¶¢Ã + H±µÀ = ¶¢Ã±ÀµÀÃ±µÃ 

 

12th Rule: When “a”  combined with Aa-iI-uU then it results Ya (±ÀµÀ) 

C + ±À³À + C = ±ÀµÀ  Ê¢À¶m + CvÀôfµÀ = Ê¢À¶m±ÀµÀvÀôfµÀ. 

C + ±À³À + E = ±ÀÀ   ¶pÁdºà¶m + EvÀô = ¶pÁdºà¶m±ÀÀvÀô. 

C + ±À³À + G =±ÀµÀÀ  VµÃfµOµ + GAfÇ¶mÀ = VµÃfµOµ±ÀµÀÀAfÇ¶mÀ. 

 

13th Rule When E/ G combined with C/ q then it results in  C/ q 

E + C = C   J£À + CAdº£ = J¶¢ÀAdº£ 

G + q = q    ¶¢Àgº + J£À = ¶¢ÀgÇ£À 

 

14th Rule: When E´m combined with E leads to E. 

  E´m +  E = E   ¶¬±¼Oº´m + EVÇÛ = ¶¬±¼OºnVÇÛ 

 

15th Rule: when C/ q / E combined with q/ E leads to q/ E. 

C/ q + q= q ¶¢ÀÃ±µ + IfµÀ = ¶¢ÀÃ±ÇfµÀ 

C/ E + E = E n±¼Ý + EAlµÀ = n±¼ÝAVµÀ 

Step 5: Display the result with Sandhi name.  

The rules mentioned above were based on the last syllable of the first word and the first 

syllable of the second word. These rules were implemented to identify the sandhi names 

and to obtain the compound words for a given set of words. The algorithm divide the 

given set of words into syllables. Then it will form the word combinations based on the 

rules described above. 

 

[4] EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 
 

The algorithm developed was tested on a data set consisting of 200 words obtained 

from the collection of Telugu web pages on the internet.  Using the Rule based 
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algorithm we have reported an accuracy of 97.5% depending upon the twelve rules that 

has been implemented. The screen shot of the working model is shown in the figure 1. 

 

 

                                     Figure: 1. Working model for rule based sandhi’s for word formations. 

 

Two different words were given as input in the text box mentioned in the screen, if they 

satisfy the sandhi rules in combining the words they generate a new word. The 

generated new work is displayed at the bottom along with the sandhi name that helped 

in this word formation. If it does not match any rule then the compound word cannot be 

obtained. 

 

 [5] CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a rule based technique was presented for compound word formation It 

makes use of rule based algorithm, The model prepared have reported an accuracy of 

97.5% based on the rules that have been constructed. It is found that there are still some 

words could not be joined properly due to ambiguity between sandhi rule for e.g 
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 ంప్యయ టర్  వర్ల్డ్ . The future directions aim at eliminating the ambiguity in sandhi rule 

identifications and obtaining the words with more perfection. 
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